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Abstract

Linear parameterized models of optical flow, particularly affine models, have become
widespread in image motion analysis. The linear model coefficients are straightforward to
estimate, and they provide reliable estimates of the optical flow of smooth surfaces. Here we
explore the use of parameterized motion models that represent much more varied and complex
motions. Our goals are threefold: to construct linear basesfor complex motion phenomena;
to estimate the coefficients of these linear models; and to recognize or classify image mo-
tions from the estimated coefficients. We consider two broadclasses of motions: i) generic
“motion features” such as motion discontinuities and moving bars; and ii) non-rigid, object-
specific, motions such as the motion of human mouths. For motion features we construct a
basis ofsteerable flow fieldsthat approximate the motion features. For object-specific motions
we construct basis flow fields from example motions using principal component analysis. In
both cases, the model coefficients can be estimated directlyfrom spatiotemporal image deriva-
tives with a robust, multi-resolution scheme. Finally, we show how these model coefficients
can be use to detect and recognize specific motions such as occlusion boundaries and facial
expressions.

Index terms: Optical flow, motion discontinuities, occlusion, steerable filters, learning, eigenspace
methods, motion-based recognition, non-rigid and articulated motion.
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1 Introduction

Linear parameterized models of optical flow play a significant role in motionestimationand motion

explanation. They facilitate estimation by enforcing strong constraints on the spatial variation of

the image motion within a region. Because they pool hundredsor thousands of motion constraints

to estimate a much smaller number of model parameters, they generally provide accurate and stable

estimates of optical flow. Moreover, the small number of parameters provide a concise description

of the image motion which is useful for explanation; for example, parameterized models of optical

flow have been used to recognize facial expressions from image sequences [15].

Translational and affine models have been used successfullyfor estimating and representing the

optical flow of smooth textured surfaces [7, 21, 26, 27, 39, 40, 59]. These models have been applied

locally within small image regions, and globally, for applications such as image stabilization and

mosaicing. Low-order polynomial models have a common mathematical form, where the optical

flow field, u(x; c), over positionsx = (x; y) can be written as a weighted sum ofbasis flow fields:

u(x; c) = nXj=1 j bj(x) ; (1)

wherefbj(x)gj=1:::n is the basis set andc = (1; :::; n) is the vector containing the scalar co-

efficients. A translational model requires two basis flow fields, encoding horizontal and vertical

translation, while affine models require six basis flow fields, as shown in Figure 1. With this linear

form (1), the model coefficients can be estimated directly from the spatiotemporal derivatives of

image intensity in a stable, efficient, manner. In particular, the gradient constraint equation, derived

by linearizing the brightness constancy constraint, is linear in the motion coefficients [7, 40].

But the use of such models is limited to motions for which the models are good approxima-

tions to the actual optical flow. Affine models account for themotion of a planar surface under

orthographic projection and provide a reasonable approximation to the motions of smooth surfaces

in small image regions. But they have limited applicabilityto complex natural scenes. For exam-

ple, many image regions contain multiple image motions because of moving occlusion boundaries,

transparency, reflections, or independently moving objects. Many natural scenes also contain com-

plex local patterns of optical flow.

A great deal of work has been devoted to extending parameterized models to cope with multiple

motions [1, 2, 8, 12, 24, 37, 38, 58]. By varying the spatial support of the model according to the

expected smoothness of the flow [53], using robust statistical techniques [2, 45, 12] or mixture

models [1, 37, 38, 55, 61, 60], or by employing layered representations [58], researchers have
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u(x; c)

= c1* + c2 * + c3* + c4* + c6*+ c5*

Figure 1: Affine motion model expressed as a linear sum of orthogonal basis flows. As with flow
fields show below, the black dot denotes the origin of the flow vector, and the length and direction
of the line segment reflect the speed and the direction of image velocity.

been able to apply simple parameterized models to a reasonably wide variety of situations. Some

researchers have extended regression-based flow techniques beyond low-order polynomial models

to overlapping splines [52] and wavelets [62], but most haveconcentrated on the estimation of

optical flow fields that arise from the motion of smooth surface patches.

Complex motions, like those in Figure 2, remain problematic. But, while each type of motion

in Figure 2 is more complex than affine, each is also highly constrained. For instance, mouths are

physically constrained, performing a limited class of motions, yet they pose a challenge for optical

flow techniques. Having a model of the expected motion of mouths would both improve flow

estimation and provide a rich description of the motion thatmight aid subsequent interpretation.

This paper concerns how one can explicitly model certain classes of complex motions, like

those in Figure 2(a,b), using linear parameterized models.We address three main problems,

namely, model construction, optical flow estimation, and the detection of model occurrences. A

key insight is that many complex motions can be modeled and estimated in the same way as a con-

ventional affine model; that is, as linear parameterized models. The construction of a parameterized

model amounts to finding an appropriate basisfbj(x)gj=1:::n. Here, we describe how to construct

models forgenerictypes ofmotion features, such as moving edges (occlusion boundaries) and

moving bars, and fordomain-specificmotions like the motion of human mouths. For some motion

classes, e.g. discontinuities, we compute optimal linear basis sets directly from a generative model.

In others, e.g. human mouth motion, explicit generative models may not be available, and we show

how to construct approximate models from example motions using principal component analysis.

The resulting models can be used for optical flow estimation,as well as motion-based recogni-

tion and tracking. To compute optical flow with linear parameterized models wedirectly estimate

the model coefficients from spatiotemporal image derivatives using a conventional area-based re-

gression technique. We use a robust, coarse-to-fine, gradient-based algorithm. If the fitted model

provides a good description of the time-varying image, thenone can also use the estimated coeffi-

cients of the model for detection and interpretation of instances of a particular motion class. Here

we provide examples of the detection of motion edges, movingbars, as well as the recognition of
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2: Examples of scenes with complex motions (delineated by the white borders). (a) Non-
rigid and articulated human motion. (b) Generic motion features include motion discontinuities
and moving bars. (c) “Textural” motion of cloth and plants.

simple speech and walking motions.

2 Problem Context and Related Work

Below we review previous work that addresses complex motions such as those depicted in Figure

2, namely,generic motion features, domain-specific motion models, andmotion texture.

Generic Motion Features: Early approaches to occlusion detection involved the estimation of

dense optical flow, from which motion discontinuities were then detected. Authors explored region

or edge segmentation techniques [47, 54] and analyzed the distribution of flow vectors in local

neighborhoods [51]. These methods are often unreliable because they require accurate estimates

of optical flow near the motion boundary, where optical flow isdifficult to estimate.

Other approaches have explored the local spatiotemporal image structure at a motion discon-

tinuity [22, 28, 44]. For example, Fleet and Langley [28] examined the structure of occlusions

and motion discontinuities in the frequency domain (also see [5]) and discussed detection meth-

ods based on second-order motion processing. Black and Anandan [11] looked for multiple peaks

in a sum-of-squared difference surface as evidence of an occlusion/disocclusion boundary. These

methods do not explicitly model the image motion present at amotion feature, and have not proved

sufficiently reliable in practice.

More recent optical flow techniques estimate piecewise smooth flow fields using line processes

or robust statistics that treat motion discontinuities as violations of a spatial smoothness assumption
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Figure 3: A motion discontinuity can be approximated by a weighted sum of basis flow fields.

[12, 34, 35, 50]. Although these methods work with motion discontinuities in many instances,

they embody a relatively weak model of discontinuities and they do not generalize easily to more

complex features such as moving bars.

In contrast to previous approaches, here we construct explicit (approximate) models of motion

features using linear combinations of basis flow fields as illustrated in Figure 3. Estimating the im-

age motion with these models is analogous to motion estimation with conventional affine models.

In this way the coefficients of the model are recovered directly from the image data without first

computing a dense optical flow field.

The proposed framework can be used for any motion that can be well approximated using a

linear parameterized model. In this paper we experiment with moving edges and bars, like those

in Figure 2(b). We refer to these asmotion featuresto emphasize their relationship to static image

features. Throughout the history of computer vision, imagefeatures such as lines, edges, and

junctions have been treated as primitive structures in images upon which later stages of processing,

such as segmentation and object recognition, are based. Although work on feature detection has

focused on static images, such as edges and lines, there are analogous features in image sequences

and binocular image pairs. Compared to static image features, these motion and stereo features

typically convey direct information about scene structure. It is therefore important that we treat

motion features as a source of structure to model, rather than a source of error in the estimation

process.

Domain-Specific Motions: Figure 2(a) shows two other domains in which motion models

would be useful both to constrain optical flow estimation andto facilitate interpretation and recog-

nition. Motion estimation of mouths during speech is a challenge for conventional optical flow

techniques because of the large image velocities that occurwhen the mouth is opening or clos-

ing. In addition, the appearance and disappearance of the tongue and mouth cavity are particularly

problematic for techniques that assume intensity conservation [18]. For these reasons a model of

mouth motion will help constrain the estimation of optical flow. The time-varying coefficients of

the model may also provide an effective description of the flow that can be used for recognition.

Black and Yacoob [15] modeled the motion of a human face and facial features using pa-
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rameterized flow models (planar, affine, and affine+curvature). They showed how simple models

could represent a rich variety of image motions, and how the motion parameters could be used

to recognize facial expressions. Another recent example ofdomain-specific motion models is the

kinematic-based model of articulated human figures used to track people [19, 63]. In these ap-

proaches, linear parameterized models were designed so that the kinematic parameters could be

extracted using a gradient-based motion constraint equation. But in both of these studies the mo-

tion models were hand-coded. In the case of human mouths, thehand-coded model proved too

crude for the recognition of speech as it did not capture the natural variability of human mouths. In

this paper, by comparison, we show how models of facial feature motion can be constructed from

examples and used for the recognition of speech in highly constrained situations.

Much of the recent work on learning domain-specific models ofimage deformation has oc-

curred in the face recognition literature, where the goal isto model the deformations between the

faces of different people, or faces of a single person in different poses [9, 25, 33, 41, 56, 57]. Cor-

respondences between different faces were obtained eitherby hand or by an optical flow method,

and were then used to learn a low-dimensional model. In some cases this involved learning the

parameters of a physically-based deformable object [41]. In others, a basis set of deformation vec-

tors was obtained (e.g., see work by Hallinan [33] on learning “EigenWarps”). One of the main

uses of the learned models has been view-based synthesis, asin [56, 57, 23] for example.

Related work has focused on learning the deformation of curves or parameterized curve models

[4, 49]. Sclaroff and Pentland [49] estimated modes of deformation for silhouettes of non-rigid ob-

jects. Sclaroff and Isidoro [48] use a similar approach to model the deformation of image regions.

Like our method they estimate the linear coefficients of the model directly from the image. Unlike

our approach, they did not learn the basis flows from optical flow examples of the object being

tracked, nor use the coefficients for detection or recognition.

Motion Texture: The flags and bush shown in Figure 2(c) illustrate another form of domain-

specific motion, often called motion texture. Authors have explored texture models for synthe-

sizing such textural motions and frequency analysis techniques for recognizing them [43]. These

motions typically exhibit complex forms of local occlusionand self shadowing that violate the as-

sumption of brightness constancy. They also tend to exhibitstatistical regularities at specific spatial

and temporal scales that make it difficult to find good linear approximations. Experiments using

linear models to account for these motions [16] suggest thatsuch models may not be appropriate,

and they therefore remain outside the scope of the current work.
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3 Constructing Parameterized Motion Models

The construction of a linear parameterized model for a particular motion class involves finding

a set ofbasis flow fieldsthat can be combined linearly to approximate flow fields in themotion

class. In the case of motion features, such as motion edges and bars, we begin with the design of

an idealized, generative model. From this model we explicitly construct an approximate basis set

using steerable filters [29, 46], yielding a basis ofsteerable flow fields.

With complex object motions, such as mouths or bushes, no analytical model exists. If an

ensemble of training flow fields is available, then one can useprincipal component analysis (PCA)

or independent component analysis (ICA) [6] to find a set of basis flow fields. A similar approach

was taken by Nayeret al. [42] to model edges, bars, and corners in static images.

3.1 Models for Motion Features Using Steerable Flow Fields

First, consider the modeling of motion edges and bars like those in Figure 4. The motion edge

can be described by a mean (DC) motion vectorut, an edge orientation�, and a velocity change

across the motion boundary�u. Let f(x; ut;�u; �) be the corresponding flow field over spatial

positionsx = (x; y) in a circular image windowR. Becausef(x; ut;�u; �) is non-linear in the

feature parameters,ut, �u, and�, direct parameter estimation in the 5-dimensional space, without

a good initial guess, can be difficult.

As depicted in Figure 3, our approach is to approximatef(x; ut;�u; �) by its projection onto a

subspace spanned by a collection ofn basis flow fieldsbj(x) ,

f(x; ut;�u; �) � u(x; c) = nXj=1 j bj(x) : (2)

Although the basis flow fields could be learned from examples using Principal Component Anal-

ysis, here we constructsteerablesets of basis flow fields. These are similar to those learned using

PCA up to rotations of invariant subspaces. The basis flow fields are steerable in orientation and ve-

locity, and provide reasonably accurate approximations tothe motion features of interest, namely,

motion edges and motion bars. We first construct a basis for the spatial structure of the features.

These bases are then combined (as a tensor product) with a basis for velocity to produce the basis

flow fields. This approach also provides a straightforward mathematical relationship between the

feature parameters and the model coefficients. This facilitates subsequent detection and parameter

estimation.
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Figure 4: Example motion features and models for a motion discontinuity and a moving bar.
The parameters of the idealized models are the mean (DC) translational velocityut, the feature
orientation�, and the velocity change across the motion feature�u.

3.1.1 Spatial Bases for Edges and Bars

A generic template for the spatial structure of a motion boundary,S(x), is given by the step edge in

Figure 5 (left). This is a mean-zero, unit amplitude step edge within a circular, 32 pixel diameter,

window. A circular window is used to avoid orientation anisotropies in the basis set.

A steerable basis that approximatesS(x) under 2D rotations is constructed using the method

described in [46]. This yields a set of complex-valued basisfunctions,bk(x), at specific angular

harmonics with wavenumberk. The real and imaginary parts ofbk(x) form a quadrature pair, and

for convenience, we normalize the basis images sojjbk(x)jj = 1. The features are then steered

(rotated) by taking a linear combination of the basis functions with sinusoidal weights (steering

functions). Thus, the edge template,S(x), and rotated versions of it,S�(x), are approximated by a

linear combination of the basis images,S�(x) � < 24Xk2K �k ak(�) bk(x)35 ; (3)

where� 2 [0; 2�) is the rotation angle,K is the set of angular wavenumbers used in the approxi-

mation,ak(�) are the steering functions,�k are real-valued weights on the different harmonics, and<[z℄ denotes the real-part ofz. The weights,�k, encode the relative magnitudes of the harmonics

that best approximate the spatial structure of the edge. Because the basis images,bk(x), are unitary

(orthogonal, unit norm), the weights�k are equal to the inner product ofS(x) andbk(x). To obtain

the best approximation,K contains those wavenumbers with the largest weights [46]. Each basis

function generated using this method is equal to the productof an isotropic radial function and a

complex-valued angular sinusoid. As a consequence, the steering functions are angular harmonics,ak(�) = e�ik� ; (4)

where� is the rotation angle. Finally, we are only interested in thereal part of the expression in

(3) because the templates are real-valued; thus, one could also rewrite (3) in terms of real-valued
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1 2 3 4 5 6

Figure 5: (left) Edge templateS(x). (right) Real and imaginary parts of the first three basis images.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Figure 6: (left) Bar templateS(x). (right) Real and imaginary parts of the first four complex-
valued basis images. The first has wavenumber zero; its imaginary part is zero and not shown. In
this case the bar has a fixed width that is one quarter the diameter of the circular window. We do
not consider bars at multiple scales in this paper.

bases and weights,S�(x) � Xk2K �k (os(k�)<[bk(x)℄ + sin(k�)=[bk(x)℄) ;
where<[bk(x)℄ and=[bk(x)℄ are the real and imaginary parts ofbk(x).

The basis set for the static edge structure includes a uniform intensity (DC) image and a set

of images at nonzero angular wavenumbers. Because the edge is odd-symmetric, it contains only

odd-numbered harmonics. The real and imaginary parts of thefirst three odd-numbered harmonics,

ignoring the DC component, are shown in Figures 5(1–6). By comparison, the template for the

spatial structure of a bar is shown in Figure 6. The template is mean-zero, and the bar has an

amplitude of 1. The bar is 8 pixels wide, and the diameter of the circular windowR is 32 pixels.

The basis set for the bar is composed of even-numbered harmonics, the first four of which are

shown in Figure 6 (1–7).

The quality of the approximation provided by the basis (3) iseasily characterized by the frac-

tion of the energy inS(x) that is captured with the selected wavenumbers. The energy in the

approximation is given by the sum of squared weights,�2k, for wavenumbers in the approximation.

If we let K(n) be the set of wavenumbers that correspond to then largest values of�2k, then the

quality of the approximation, as a function ofn, is given byQ(n) = 0� Xk2K(n)�2k1A =  Xx2RS(x)2! : (5)

This quantity is shown in Figure 7 for the edge and the bar. In the case of the edge, the three

harmonics shown in Figure 5 account for approximately 94% ofthe energy in the edge template.

With the bar, the four harmonics shown in Figure 6 account forover 90% of the energy.
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Figure 7: Fraction of energy in the edge model (a) and the bar model (b) that is captured in the
linear approximation as a function of the number of complex-valued basis functions used.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Figure 8: Steerable basis flow fields for occluding edges. (top) Flow fields are depicted as images
in which the horizontal (u) component of the flow is the top half, and the vertical (v) component
is the bottom half. Black indicates motion to the left or up respectively. Gray is zero motion and
white is motion to the right or down. (bottom) Basis flow fields(3–10) depicted as subsampled
vector fields.

3.1.2 Basis Flow Fields for Motion Edges and Bars

The basis flow fields for the motion features are formed by combining a basis for velocity with the

basis for the spatial structure of the features. Two vectors, (1; 0)T and(0; 1)T , provide a basis for

translational flow. The basis flow fields for the horizontal and vertical components of the motion

features are therefore given by

bhk(x) =  bk(x)0 ! ; bvk(x) =  0bk(x)! : (6)

For each angular wavenumber,k, there are four real-valued flow fields. These are the real and

imaginary parts ofbk(x), each multiplied by the horizontal and the vertical components of the

velocity basis.

The real and imaginary parts of the basis flow fields for the motion edge are depicted in Figure

8(1-10). Two angular harmonics are shown, each with 4 real-valued flow fields, along with the DC

basis functions that encode constant translational velocity. One can see that some of the basis flow

fields bear some similarity to nonlinear shear and expansion/compression.
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Figure 9: Steerable basis flow fields for motion bars. The DC basis flow fields are equivalent to the
first two basis flow fields in the motion edge basis set.

Figure 9(3-12) show the basis flow fields for the motion bar. Here, Figure 9(3-4) encode the

basis flow fields for wavenumberk = 0, for which only the real-part is nonzero. Figures 9(5-8)

and 9(9-12) show the real-valued basis flow fields for wavenumbersk = 2 andk = 4 respectively.

Note that the basis flow fields for motion edges and bars, basedon odd and even wavenumbers

respectively, are orthogonal. Thus, when one wants to detect both features, the basis sets can be

combined trivially to form a single basis set. We demonstrate them individually, and together in

the experiements shown below in Section 5.

Finally, it is also useful to note that these basis flow fields are approximate. With only a small

number of wavenumbers the basis flow fields span a relatively crude approximation to a step motion

discontinuity. Second, since they approximate only the instantaneous nature of the image velocity

field, the bases flow fields do not explicitly model the pixels that are occluded or disoccluded by the

moving feature. This results in unmodeled brightness variations at the feature boundaries that must

be coped with when estimating the coefficients. Our estimation approach described in Section 4

uses robust statistical techniques for this purpose.

3.2 Learning Motion Models Using PCA

A more general way to construct a model for a particular classof motions is to ”learn” the basis

flow fields from a training set that contains representative samples of the class. For simple classes

such as motion discontinuities we can generate this training set synthetically. For more complex

motions we need to estimate the image motion for training image sequences. Since training is done

off-line, we can afford to use a computationally expensive,robust optical flow algorithm [12]. Of

course the optical flow technique used to create the trainingflow fields cannot be expected to

provide accurate flow estimates throughout the entire training set. Rather, it is sufficient to assume

that the principal structure in the training set is characteristic of the class of motions. Although we

use principal components analysis (PCA) here, other methods for dimensionality reduction, such

as ICA [6], might be more appropriate for some classes of motion.
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Let the training ensemble be a set ofp optical flow fields,ffj(x)gj=1:::p. For images withs
pixels, each flow field contains2s quantities (i.e., the horizontal and vertical elements of the flow

at each pixel). For each flow field we place the2s values into a vector by scanning the horizontal

components of the flow in standard lexicographic order, followed by the vertical components. This

gives usp vectors that become the columns of a2s� p matrixH. For notational convenience, let

hl, thelth column ofH, correspond to the flow fieldfl(x) from the training set. In practice, we take

hl to befl(x)� �f(x) where�f(x) is the mean (flow field) of the training set. With optical flow data,

the mean flow is typically close to zero everywhere since, with a large training set, the observed

upward motion of the mouth, for example, will roughly “cancel” the downward motion.

PCA can then be used to compute a low-dimensional model for the structure of the flow fields.

Toward this end, the singular value decomposition (SVD) ofH can be written asH = M�V T ; (7)

whereM = [m1;m2; : : : ;mp℄ is a2s�p matrix. The columns,mj, comprise an orthonormal basis

for the range ofH,� is ap�p diagonal matrix containing the singular values�1; �2; : : : ; �p sorted

in decreasing order along the diagonal, andV T is ap� p orthogonal matrix.

We can approximate a given column,hl, ofH by a linear combination of the firstn columns inM , associated with then largest singular values in� , that is,

hl � ~hl = nXj=1 j mj : (8)

where thej are the linear coefficients. Thesen vectors,mj, comprise a basis for the subspace

that approximates the column space ofH. Because the basis vectors,mj, are orthonormal, the

optimal approximation tohl in the least squares sense is obtained using the coefficientsthat equal

the projection ofhl onto the basis vectors; i.e.,j = hTl mj, for j = 1; : : : ; n. The error in the

approximation decreases asn increases.

Note that each column ofM corresponds to a flow field, as do the columns ofH. Thus, ifbj(x)
denotes the flow field that corresponds tomj, then, from (8), we can approximate each training flow

field as a linear combination of then basis flow fields,

f l(x) � u(x; c) = nXj=1 j bj(x) ; (9)

wherec = (1; : : : ; n)T , andu(x; c) is the approximate flow field.
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Figure 10: Modeling mouth motion. (a) A subject’s head is tracked using a planar model of image
motion and the motion of the mouth is estimated relative to this head motion. (b) Example frames
from the 3000 image training set of a person saying several words, and changing facial expressions
throughout several seconds of video.
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Figure 11: (left) First 8 basis flow fields for non-rigid mouthmotion. (right) Fraction of variance
from the mouth training ensemble that is captured in the model, as a function of the number of
basis flow fields. The first six basis flow fields account for approximately 90% of the variance.

The quality of the approximation provided by the firstn columns ofM is easily characterized

as the fraction of the variance of the training set that is accounted for by then components:Q(n) = 0� nXj=1�2j1A =0� pXj=1�2j1A : (10)

A good approximation (i.e., whenQ(n) approaches1) is obtained when the singular values�j
are relatively small forj > n. If the singular values rapidly decrease to zero asj increases

thenQ(n) rapidly increases towards1, and a low-dimensional linear model provides an accurate

approximation to the flow fields in the training set.

3.2.1 Example: Mouth Motion

As an example, we learn a parameterized model of mouth motionfor a single speaker. We col-

lected a 3000 image training sequence in which the speaker moved their head, spoke naturally, and
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made repeated utterances of four test words, namely, “center,” “print,” “track,” and “release.” As

illustrated in Figure 10, the subject’s head was tracked andstabilized using a planar motion model

to remove the face motion (see [15] for details). This stabilization allows isolation of the mouth

region, examples of which are shown in Figure 10. The motion of the mouth region was estimated

relative to the head motion using the dense optical flow method described in [12]. This results in a

training set of mouth flow fields between consecutive frames.

The mean flow field of this training set is computed and subtracted from each of the training

flow fields. The mean motion is nearly zero and accounts for very little of the variation in the train-

ing set (1:7%). The modified training flow fields are then used in the SVD computation described

above. Since the image motion of the mouth is highly constrained, the optical flow structure in

the 3000 training flow fields can be approximated using a smallnumber of principal component

flow fields. In this case,91:4% of the variance in the training set is accounted for by the first seven

components (shown in Fig. 11). The first component alone accounts for approximately71% of the

variance. It is interesting to compare this learned basis set with the hand-constructed basis used to

model mouth motion in [15]. The hand-constructed basis contained seven flow fields representing

affine motion plus a vertical curvature basis to capture mouth curvature. In contrast to the learned

basis set, the hand-constructed set accounts for only77:5% of the variance in the training set.

3.3 Designing Basis Sets

It is also possible to “design” basis sets with particular properties. In many cases one may wish

to have a basis that spans affine motion plus some higher-order deformation. This may be true for

mouth motion as well as for rigid scenes. For example, we applied the learning method to a training

set composed of patches of optical flow (roughly40� 40 sized regions) taken randomly from the

Yosemite sequence which contains a rigid scene and a moving camera [3]. The first six basis flows

accounted for 99.75% of the variance, and they appear to spanaffine motions. To compare this

with an exact affine model, we projected all affine motion out of the training flow fields, and then

performed PCA on the residual flows fields. The affine model accounts for 99.68% of the variance

suggesting that, for this sequence and others like it, a local affine model is sufficient.

To construct a basis to explicitly represent affine motion plus some non-rigid deformation from

a training set, we first construct an orthonormal set of affinebasis flows,

u(x; c) = " u(x; c)v(x; c) # = " 1 + 2x + 3y4 + 5x + 6y # ;
the affine basis flowsbj(x) of which are illustrated in Figure 1. We project affine structure out of
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the training set using a Gram-Schmidt procedure [31], and then apply PCA to the remaining flow

fields. More precisely, in vector form, letfmjgj=1:::6 denote an orthonormal basis for affine motion,

and let the original ensemble of training flow fields be expressed asfhjgj=1:::p. The magnitude of

the projection ofhl onto the affine basis vectorsmj is given bylj = hTl mj. Then, affine structure

can be subtracted out ofhl to produce the new training flow field,h�l , given by

h�l = hl � 6Xj=1 lj mj : (11)

Finally, we perform PCA on the new training set, each flow fieldof which is now orthogonal to the

affine basis set. We choose the firstn basis flows from this deformation basis and then construct

our basis set with6 + n flow fields in which the first six represent affine motion. We nowhave a

basis that is guaranteed to represent affine motion plus somelearned deformation from affine. This

process can be also be applied to orthogonal basis sets otherthan affine.

4 Direct Estimation of Model Coefficients

Given a basis set of flow fields for a particular motion class, we wish to estimate the model co-

efficients from an image sequence. We then wish to use these coefficients to detect instances of

the motion classes. To detect features in static images using linear parameterized feature models

(e.g., [42]), the model coefficients are obtained by convolving the image with the basis images.

With motion models we cannot take the same approach because the motion field is unknown. One

could first estimate the dense flow field using generic smoothness constraints and then filter the

result. However, the strong constraints provided by parameterized models have been shown to

produce more accurate and stable estimates of image motion than generic dense flow models [38].

Therefore we apply our new motion models in the same way that affine models have been used

successfully in the past; we make the assumption of brightness constancy and estimate the linear

coefficients directly from the spatial and temporal image derivatives.

More formally, within an image region,R, we wish to find the linear coefficientsc of a param-

eterized motion model that satisfy the brightness constancy assumption,I(x; t+ 1)� I(x� u(x; c); t) = 0 8x 2 R ; (12)

whereu(x; c) is given by (1). Equation (12) states that the image,I, at framet + 1 is a warped

version of the image at timet.
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In order to estimate the model coefficients we minimize the following objective functionE(c) = Xx2R �(I(x; t + 1)� I(x� u(x; c); t); �) : (13)

Here,� is a scale parameter and�(�; �) is a robust error function applied to the residual error�I(x; c) = I(x; t+ 1)� I(x� u(x; c); t) : (14)

Large residual errors may be caused by changes in image structure that are not accounted for by

the learned flow model. Because of the discontinuous nature of the motion models used here and

the expected violations of brightness constancy, it is important that the estimator be robust with

respect to these “outliers”. For the experiments below we take�(�; �) to be�(r; �) = r2�2 + r2 ;
which was proposed in [30] and used successfully for flow estimation in [12]. The parameter,�,

controls the shape of�(�; �) to minimize the influence of large residual errors on the solution.

Equation (13) can be minimized in a number of ways including coordinate descent [12], ran-

dom sampling [2], or iteratively reweighted least squares [1, 32]. Here we use a coarse-to-fine,

iterative, coordinate descent method. To formulate an iterative method to minimize (13), it is con-

venient to first rewrite the model coefficient vector in termsof an initial guessc and an updateÆc.

This allows us to rewrite (13) asE(Æc; c) = Xx2R �(I(x; t + 1)� I(x� u(x; c+ Æc); t); �): (15)

Given an estimate,c, of the motion coefficients (initially zero), the goal is to estimate the update,Æc, that minimizes (15);c then becomesc + Æc. To minimize (15) we first approximate it by

linearizing the residual,�I(x; c+ Æc), with respect to the update vectorÆc to give~E(Æc; c) = Xx2R �(u(x; Æc)T ~rI(x� u(x; c); t) + �I(x; c); �); (16)

where~rI(x�u(x; c); t) denotes the spatial image gradient at timet, warped by the current motion

estimateu(x; c) using bilinear interpolation. Note that the brightness constancy assumption has

been approximated by an optical flow constraint equation that is linear inÆc. Finally, note that in

minimizing (16), the search algorithm described below typically generates small update vectors,Æc.

Because the objective function in (16) satisfies~E(Æc; c) = E(Æc; c)+O(jjÆcjj2), the approximation

error vanishes as the update,Æc, is reduced to zero.
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It is also worth noting that the gradient term in (16) does notdepend onÆc. This avoids the need

to rewarp the image and recompute the image gradient at each step of the coordinate descent. In

fact, the image gradient in (16) can be pre-multiplied by thebasis flows fields since these quantities

will not change during the minimization of~E(Æc; c). Hager and Belhumeur [32] used this fact for

real-time affine tracking.

To minimize (15) we use a coarse-to-fine control strategy with a continuation method that is

an extension of that used by Black and Anandan [12] for estimating optical flow with affine and

planar motion models. We construct a Gaussian pyramid for the images at timet andt + 1. The

motion coefficients,cl, determined at a coarse scale,l, are used in the minimization at the next finer

scale,l+1. In particular, the motion coefficients,cl+ Æcl, from the coarse level are first multiplied

by a factor of two (to reflect the doubling of the image size at level l + 1) to produce the initial

guesscl+1 at levell + 1. These coefficients are then used in (16) to warp the image at time t + 1
towards the image at timet at levell + 1, from which ~E(Æcl+1; cl+1) is minimized to compute the

next updateÆcl+1.
The basis flow fields at a coarse scale are smoothed, subsampled versions of the basis flows

at the next finer scale. These coarse-scale basis vectors maydeviate slightly from orthogonality

but this is not significant given our optimization scheme. Wealso find that it is important for the

stability of the optimization to use fewer basis flow fields atthe coarsest levels, increasing the

number of basis flow fields as the estimation proceeds from coarse to fine. The basis flow fields to

be used at the coarsest levels are those that correspond to the majority of the energy in the training

set (for domain-specific models) or in the approximation to the model feature (for motion features).

The flows fields used at the coarse levels are typically smoother (i.e., lower wavenumbers), and

therefore they do not alias or lose significant signal power when they are subsampled.

At each scale, given a starting estimateu(x; cl), we minimize ~E(Æc; cl) in (16) using a coordi-

nate descent procedure. The partial derivatives of~E(Æc; cl) with respect toÆc are straightforward

to derive. When the update vector is complex-valued, as it iswith our motion feature models, we

differentiate ~E(Æc; cl) with respect to both the real and imaginary parts ofÆc. To deal with the

non-convexity of the objective function, the robust scale parameter,�, is initially set to a large

value and then slowly reduced. For the experiments below,� is lowered from25p2 to 15p2 by

a factor of0:95 at each iteration. Upon completion of a fixed number of descent steps (or when a

convergence criterion is met), the new estimate for the flow coefficients is taken to becl + Æc.
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(a) 1 2 3 4 5

(b) 6 7 8 9 10

Figure 12: Translating Disk. (a) Image of the disk and background (same random texture). (b)
Estimated flow field superimposed on the disk. (1-10) Recovered coefficient images for the motion
edge basis set. For display the responses of coefficients corresponding to each wavenumber are
scaled independently to maximize the range of gray levels shown.

4.1 Translating Disk Example

To illustrate the estimation of the model coefficients and the detection of motion discontinuities,

we constructed a synthetic sequence of a disk translating across a stationary background (Figure

12(a)). Both the disk and the background had similar fractaltextures, so the boundary of the

stationary disk is hard to see in a single image. The image size was128 � 128, the disk was 60

pixels wide, and the basis flow fields were 32 pixels wide.

Optical flow estimation with a motion feature basis producesa set of coefficients for each

neighborhood in the image. Here, the model coefficients wereestimated from neighborhoods cen-

tered at each pixel (so long as neighborhoods did not overlapthe image boundary). This yields

coefficient values at each pixel that can be viewed as images (i.e., two real-valued images for each

complex-valued coefficient). Figure 12(1-10) shows the real-valued coefficients that correspond

to the basis flow fields for the motion edge model in Figure 8(1-10). Figure 12(1,2) depicts co-

efficients for horizontal and vertical translation; one caninfer the horizontal velocity of the disk.

Figure 12(3-10) corresponds to basis flow fields with horizontal and vertical motion at wavenum-

bers 1 and 3. In these images one can see the dependence of coefficient values on the wavenumber,

the orientation of the motion edge, and the direction of the velocity difference. As described below,

it is the structure in these coefficients that facilitates the detection of the motion edges.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 13: Estimating mouth motion. (a,b) mouth regions of two consecutive images of a person
speaking. (c) Flow field estimated using dense optical flow method. (d) Flow field estimated using
the learned model with 6 basis flow fields.

4.2 Human Mouth Motion Example

Estimation of human mouth motion is challenging due to non-rigidity, self occlusion, and high

velocities relative to standard video frame rates. Consider the two consecutive frames from a

video sequence shown in Figure 13. Note the large deformations of the lips, and the changes in

appearance caused by the mouth opening. This makes optical flow estimation with standard dense

flow methods difficult. For example, Figure 13(c) shows a flow field estimated with a robust dense

method [12]. Some of the flow vectors differ widely from theirneighbors. In comparison, the flow

field estimated with the learned model is constrained to be a type of mouth motion, which yields

the smoother flow field in Figure 13(d). Of course, we cannot say which of these two flow fields is

“better” in this context; each minimizes a measure of brightness constancy. In the following section

we will be concerned with recognition, and in that scenario we wish to constrain the estimation to

valid mouth motions such as that represented by Figure 13(d).

5 Detection of Parameterized Motion Models

From the estimated linear model coefficients, we are interested in detecting and recognizing types

of motion. We first consider the detection of motion edges andbars. Following that, we examine

the recognition of time-varying motions in the domains of mouths and people walking.

5.1 Motion Feature Detection

Given the estimated linear coefficients,c, we wish to detect occurrences of motion edges and

motion bars, and to estimate their parameters, namely, the two components of the mean velocity

ut = (ut; vt), the two components of the velocity change�u = (�u;�v)T , and the feature

orientation�. The linear parameterized models for motion edges and bars were designed so that

any motion edge or bar can be well approximated by some linearcombination of the basis flow
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fields. But not all linear combinations of the basis flow fieldscorrespond to valid motion features.

Rather, the motions features lie on a lower-dimensional, nonlinear manifold within the subspace

spanned by the basis flow fields. In [42], the detection problem for static features was addressed by

taking tens of thousands of example features and projectingthem onto the basis set. These training

coefficients provided a dense sampling of a manifold in the subspace spanned by the basis vectors.

Given the coefficients corresponding to an image feature, the closest point on the manifold was

found. If an estimated coefficient vectorc lies sufficiently close to the manifold then the parameters

of the nearest training example were taken to be the model parameters. Alternatively, one could

interpolate model parameters over the manifold [20]. This approach to detection is appropriate for

complex features where no underlying model is available (e.g., the motion of human mouths [16]).

By comparison, the underlying models of motion features arerelatively simple. In these cases we

therefore solve for the feature parameters directly from the linear coefficients.

5.1.1 Nonlinear Least-Squares Estimation

Given an estimated flow field,u(x; c), obtained with the robust iterative method outlined in Section

4, we wish to detect the presence of a motion feature and to estimate its parameters(ut;�u; �).
That is, we wish to estimate the parameters that produce the idealized flow field,f(x; ut;�u; �),
that is closest to the estimated flow field,u(x; c). We also want to decide whether the model

is a sufficiently good fit to allow us to infer the presense of the feature. Because there are five

independent feature parameters, the orthogonal projection of f(x; ut;�u; �) onto the basis flow

fields lie on a 5-dimensional nonlinear manifold. It sufficesto find the flow field on this manifold

that is closest tou(x; c).
Let um(x; ut;�u; �) denote the projection of idealized flow fieldsf(x; ut;�u; �), onto the

linear subspace. Using the form of the basis flow fields in (3),(4) and (6), one can show that

um(x; ut;�u; �) has the form

um(x; ut;�u; �) = ut + < 24Xk2K �ke�ik� ��u bhk(x) + �v bvk(x)�35 : (17)

Then, for a regionR, we seek the five parameters(ut;�u; �) that minimizeXx2R k um(x; ut; �u; �) � u(x; c) k2 : (18)

To formulate the solution it is convenient to explicitly express the estimated flow field,u(x; c),
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using the same notation for the basis flow fields:

u(x; c) = ud + < 24Xk2K(�kbhk(x) + �kbvk(x))35 ; (19)

whereud is a 2-vector that corresponds to the coefficients associated with the DC basis flow fields,

and�k and�k are the estimated (complex-valued) coefficients that correspond to the horizontal and

vertical components of the basis flow fields with wavenumberk.

The basis in which bothum(x; ut;�u; �) andu(x; c) are expressed (i.e.,fbhk(x); bvk(x)gk2K )

is orthogonal. Therefore, to minimize (18) it suffices to findthe feature parameters that minimize

the sum of squared differences between model coefficients and the estimated coefficients. Thus,

the translational velocity is given directly byut = ud. The remaining parameters,�u and�, are

found by minimizingEm(�u; �) = Xk2K k (�k; �k)� �ke�ik�(�u;�v) k2 ; (20)

given a sufficiently good initial guess.

The least-squares minimization enforces two constraints on the feature parameters. First, the

velocity difference,�u, must be consistent over all angular harmonics. Second, theorientation

of the motion feature,�, must be consistent across all of the angular harmonics and both compo-

nents of flow. The constraint on�u is related to the magnitudes of the complex-valued model

coefficients, while the constraint on� concerns their phase values. To obtain an initial guess for

minimizingEm(�u; �), we first decouple these constraints. This provides a suboptimal, yet direct,

method for estimating� and�u.

5.1.2 Direct Estimation of Velocity Change.

To formulate a constraint on�u = (�u;�v)T it is convenient to collect the complex-valued

coefficients of the model flow field in (17) into an outer product matrixM = �u
��k1 e�ik1� ; :::; �kn e�ikn�� (21)=  �u �k1 e�ik1� ::: �u �kn e�ikn��v �k1 e�ik1� ::: �v �kn e�ikn� ! ; (22)

wheren is the number of angular harmonics inK, and for1 � j � n, let kj denote the wavenum-

bers inK with weights�k. The top row ofM contains the model coefficients for the horizontal

components of the model velocity field. The second row ofM contains the model coefficients for

the vertical components ofum(x; ut;�u; �).
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 14: Translating Disk. (a) Raw orientation estimatesfrom direct method. Black pixels
indicate that no estimate was possible. Intensity varies from white to dark grey as orientation goes
from �=2 to��=2. (b,c) Confidence measures from velocity constraint and orientation constraint.
(d) orientation estimates masked by joint confidence measure.

To obtain a set of transformed model coefficients that dependsolely on�u, we then constructA = M M�T , whereM�T is the conjugate transpose ofM . Because of the separability of the model

coefficients with respect to�u and�, as shown in(21), A reduces to(�2k1 + : : : + �2kn)�u�ut,
the components of which are independent of�. For example, in the case of the motion edge, with

the estimated coefficients�1, �3, �1 and�3, let~M =  �1 �3�1 �3 ! ; ~A = ~M ~M�T : (23)

If the estimated flow field,u(x; c), were on the feature manifold, then the singular vector associated

with the largest singular value,e1, of ~A should give the direction of the velocity. Thus, the estimate

of the velocity change,�~u0, is obtained by scaling this singular vector by
qe1=(�21 + �23).

Moreover, if the estimated coefficients lie on the feature manifold, then the rank of~A in (23)

should be 1. This suggests that we can use the ratio of the singular values,e1 � e2, to determine the

quality of the model fit. A measure of the consistency of the estimated coefficients with the model

is given byr = (e2 + a)=e1. Here,r is close to zero where the coefficients satisfy the constraint

and large otherwise;a is a small constant that helps to avoid instability when bothsingular values

are extremely small. We useCv = exp[�r2℄ as a confidence measure derived from this constraint,

an image of which is shown for the disk sequence in Figure 14(b).

5.1.3 Direct Estimation of Spatial Orientation.

Once the velocity parameters have been estimated, we can usethe initial estimate,�~u0, along with

the matrix ~M in (23) to obtain a set of transformed measurements that, according to the model,

depend only on the spatial structure of the motion feature. In particular, given the true velocity

change�u, it is easy to show from (21) that the product�uTM has the form�uTM = jj�ujj2 ��k1 e�i k1 � ; :::; �kn e�i kn �� : (24)

From this it is clear that the orientation� is available in the phase of the elements of�uTM .
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To obtain an initial orientation estimate~�0, we form the productz = �~uT0 ~M , using the es-

timated velocity change�~u0 and the matrix of estimated coefficients~M . To obtain~�0 from z

we divide the phase of each component ofz according to its corresponding wavenumber (taking

phase wrapping into account), and take their average. According to the model, ignoring noise, the

resulting phase values should then be equal, and computing their average yields the orientation

estimation~�0. Figure 14(a) shows the~�0 as a function of image position for the Disk Sequence.

The variance of the normalized phases also gives us a measureof how well the estimated

coefficients satisfy the model. For the edge model, where only two harmonics are used, we expect

that�� = �1 � �3=3 = 0 where�k is the phase of the component ofz at wavenumberk. As a

simple confidence measure for the quality of the model fit, Figure 14(c) showsC� = exp(���2)
for the disk sequence.

5.1.4 Least-Squares Estimation and Detection

The direct method provides initial estimates of orientation ~�0 and velocity change�~u0, with con-

fidence measures,Cv andC�. We find that these estimates are usually close to the least-squares

estimates we seek in (20). The confidence measures can be usedto reject coefficient vectors that

are far from the feature manifold. For example, Figure 14(d)shows orientation estimates whereCv C� > 0:1.

Given these initial estimates,~�0 and�~u0, we use a gradient descent procedure to find~� and�~u that minimizeEm(�u; �) in (20). Feature detection is then based on the squared errorat the

minima divided by the energy in the subspace coefficients, i.e.,P = Pk(j�kj2 + j�kj2). We find

that the reliability of the detection usually improves asP increases. To exploit this, we use a simple

confidence measure of the form C = (P ) e�E=P : (25)

where(P ) = e��=P and� is a positive scalar that depends on noise levels. In this way, asP
decreases the relative errorE=P must decrease for our confidence measure,C, to remain constant.

Figure 15(a) shows the confidence measureC given the least-squares estimates of the motion

edge parameters, where� = 40. Figure 15(b) shows locations at whichC > 0:8, which are cen-

tered about the location of the edge. The final three images inFigures 15 show optimal estimates

of ~�, �~u and�~v whereC > 0:8. Note how the velocity differences clearly indicate the occluding

and disoccluding sides of the moving disk. For these pixels,the mean error in� was0:12Æ with a

standard deviation of5:6Æ. The mean error in�uwas�0:25 pixels/frame with a standard deviation
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 15: Translating Disk. (a) Confidence measureC, derived from squared error of least-
squares fit. (b) Locations whereC > 0:8 are white. (c-e) Estimates of�, �u, �v whereC > 0:8.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 16: Flower Garden Sequence. (a) Frame 1 of sequence. (b) Recovered flow. (c) Confidence
measureC. (d-f) Optimal estimates of�, �u and�v whereC > 0:8.

of 0:19. Errors in�v were insignificant by comparison.

Figure 16 shows the detection and estimation of motion edgesfrom the flower garden sequence

(an outdoor sequence with translational camera motion). The velocity differences at the tree bound-

ary in the flower garden sequence are as large as 7 pixels/frame. The sign of the velocity change

in Figure 16(e) clearly shows the occluding and disoccluding sides of the tree. The orientation

estimates along tree are nearly vertical, as indicated by the grey pixels in 16(d).

Further experimental results can be found in [17], where themotion edge detector described

here is used to initialize a probabilistic particle filter for detecting and tracking motion disconti-

nuities. The probabilistic method uses a higher dimensional, nonlinear model, and it relies on the

linear model and the detection method described here to provide it with rough estimates of the

parameters of the nonlinear model. More precisely, it uses these estimates to constrain its search to

those regions of the parameter space that have the greatest probability of containing the maximum

likelihood estimates of the velocities, orientation, and position of the motion boundary.

To explore the detection of moving bars, we formed a basis setby combining the motion bar
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Figure 17: Translating Annulus. (a) Frame 1 of sequence. (b)Recovered flow. (c) Confidence
measureC from LS minimization. (d-f) Optimal estimates of�, �u and�v whereC > 0:65.

basis flow fields (Fig. 9) with the basis containing the translation and motion edge models (Fig. 8).

The resulting set of 20 flow fields is orthogonal because the edge and bar basis functions contain

odd and even numbered harmonics respectively. In this case,the support of the basis flow fields is

a circular window 32-pixels wide. The bar was in the center ofthe region, with a width of 8 pixels.

To test the detection of moving bars with this basis, we first constructed a synthetic sequence

of an annulus (width of 8 pixels) translating across a stationary background to the right at 2 pix-

els/frame (see Figure 17(a-b)). The detection procedure isidentical to that for moving edges.

Figure 17(c) showsC at the least-squares minimum, with� = 50. The remaining images, Figures

17(d-f) show the optimal estimates of� and�u at pixels whereC > 0:65. The fits with the motion

bar model are noisier than those with the edge model, and we therefore use a more liberal threshold

to display the results. For these pixels, the mean error in� was1:0Æ with a standard deviation of11:8Æ. The mean error in�u was�0:39 pixels/frame with a standard deviation of0:31. Note that

in these experiments, although the models for the edge and bar are straight, we are testing them

with curved edges and bars. The results illustrate how thesesimple models generalize.

Finally Figure 18 shows the detection and estimation of the motion bars in outdoor image

sequence taken with a hand-held camcorder. This sequence depicts a narrow tree (about 6 pixels

wide) moving in front of the ground plane. The difference in velocity is predominantly horizontal,

while the orientation of the tree is nearly vertical. Where the change in velocity between the tree

and ground is sufficiently large, towards the upper part of the tree, the moving bar is detected well.

5.2 Domain-Specific Experimental Results

In the case of generic motion features it was possible to evaluate the performance of the basis

set with respect to an idealized optical flow model. In the case of domain-specific models such

as human mouths, in which the basis set is constructed from examples, no such idealized models

exist. Therefore, to evaluate the accuracy and stability ofthe motion estimated with these models

we consider the use of the recovered coefficients for the taskof recognition of motion events. This
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 18: Small Tree Sequence. (a) Frame 1 of sequence. (b) Confidence measureC. (c-e)
Optimal estimates of�, �u and�v whereC > 0:65.

will help demonstrate that the recovered motion is a reasonable representation of the true optical

flow.

Below we consider domain specific models for human mouths andlegs and illustrate the use of

the recovered coefficients with examples of lip reading and walking gait detection. These recog-

nition tasks will necessitate the construction of temporalmodels that capture the evolution of the

coefficients over a number of frames.

5.2.1 Non-Rigid Human Mouth Motion

Black and Yacoob [15] described a method for recognizing human facial expressions from the

coefficients of a parameterized motion model. They modeled the face as a plane and used its

motion to stabilize the image sequence. The motion of the eyebrows and mouth were estimated

relative to this stabilized face using a seven parameter model (affine plus a vertical curvature term).

While this hand-coded model captures sufficient information about feature deformation to allow

recognition of facial expressions, it it does not capture the variability of human mouths observed

in natural speech.

To test the accuracy and stability of the learned model we apply it the problem of lip reading

for a simple user interface called the Perceptual Browser [10]. The Perceptual Browser tracks the

head of a human sitting in front of a computer display and usesthe subject’s vertical head motion

to control the scrolling of a window such as a web browser.

We explore the addition of four mouth “gestures” to control the behavior of the browser:� Center: mark the current head position as the “neutral” position.� Track : start tracking the head. In this mode the head acts like a “joystick” and deviations

from the neutral position cause the page to scroll.� Release: stop head tracking. Head motions no longer cause scrolling.
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Figure 19: (Top) Example training sequences of mouth motioncoefficients. (bottom) Temporal
models are constructed from the examples, to produce model coefficient trajectories.� Print : print the contents of the current page.

We think of these as “gestures” in that the user does not need to vocalize the commands but simply

makes the mouth motion associated with the words.

For training we used the 3000 image sequence described in Section 3.2.1 that contains the test

utterances as well as other natural speech and facial expressions. The head location was assumed

to be known in the first frame of the sequence and the head was tracked thereafter using a planar

motion model. The mouth location relative to the head was also known. The first three basis

vectors (with the largest eigenvalues) were used for estimating the motion; as discussed in Section

3.2.1, the mean flow�f was not used as it accounts for significantly less variance than the first three

basis vectors.

Figure 19 shows the coefficients estimated for the utterances in the training sequence by min-

imizing (13). Note that the temporal trajectories for the coefficients of a single utterance produce

curves that are very similar while the trajectories for different utterances are distinct. Trajectory
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Figure 20: Word detection from mouth motion coefficients: (top) With a test sequence, the model
coefficients are estimated between every pair of frames. Forthe mouth model we used 3 basis flow
fields, the coefficients of which are shown for a 400 frame testsequence. (bottom) Recognition
probabilities for test words from the mouth motion (see text).

models are constructed by manually aligning the training curves for the same utterance and com-

puting the mean curves for each coefficient (bottom of Figure19).

Next the basis set was applied to a 400 image test sequence in which the same subject said

each of the utterances. Figure 20(top) shows the estimated coefficients. Note that each time instant

corresponds to a vector of coefficients that define a flow field for the mouth region.

Recognition is performed using a stochastic curve matchingalgorithm described in [14]. The

method uses the Condensation algorithm [36] to match a set ofmodel curves to an input curve in

an on-line fashion while allowing various deformations of the model curves to achieve a match.

These deformations, among other things, allow us to take small changes in the rate of motion into

account. While Figure 20(top) shows the input coefficient trajectories, Figure 20(bottom) shows

the output of the recognition, that is, the probability of each temporal model being recognized.

Comparing the “spikes” in this plot with the input trajectories reveals that the method recognizes

the completion of each of the test utterances (see [14] for details).
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Figure 21: Articulated human motion. The first two images arefrom the training sequences, and
the second two are from test sequences.

Further experimental work with linear parameterized models can be found in work on modeling

appearance changes in image sequences [18]. In that work, linear parameterized motion models

were used, in conjunction with models for other sources of appearance change in image sequences,

to explain image changes between frames in terms of a mixtureof causes (see [18] for more

details).

5.2.2 Articulated Motion

Like mouths, the articulated motion of human limbs can be large, varied, and difficult to model.

Here we construct a view-based model of leg motion and use it to recognize walking motions.

We assume that the subject is viewed from the side (though theapproach can be extended to cope

with other views) and that the image sequence has been stabilized with respect to the torso. Two

training and two test sequences (Fig. 21) of subjects walking on a treadmill were acquired with

different lighting conditions, viewing position, clothing, and speed of activity. One advantage of

motion-based recognition over appearance-based approaches is that it is relatively insensitive to

changes such as these.

PCA was performed on a 350-image training set. The first nine basis vectors account for90%
of variance in the training data (see Fig. 22), and are used inour experiments (cf. [4]). A temporal

model was constructed for a single walking cycle by manuallysegmenting and aligning all the

cycles present in the training data. This temporal walking model is shown in Figure 23. The

motion coefficients were then estimated for the 200 image test sequence. The top two rows of

Figure 24 show the images and recovered motions at every 50thframe. Below this is a plot of the

first four coefficients over the entire test sequence. The Condensation-based recognition algorithm

was used to recognize the walking cycles. The peaks in the bottom plot in Figure 24 correspond to

the detection of a completed walking cycle.
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Figure 22: Basis flow fields for the walking sequences.
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Figure 23: Temporal trajectory model for walking.

6 Conclusion

Linear parameterized motion models can provide effective descriptions of optical flow. They im-

pose strong constraints on the spatial variation of the optical flow within an image region and

they provide a concise description of the motion in terms of asmall number of linear coefficients.

Moreover, the model coefficients can be estimated directly from the image derivatives and do not

require the prior computation of dense image motion. The framework described here extends pa-

rameterized flow methods to more complex motions.

We have explored the use of linear parameterized models to represent generic, discontinuous

motion features including occlusion boundaries and motionbars. The models are applied at every

image location in the way that current affine models are employed, and the model coefficients are

estimated from the image in exactly the same way as affine motion coefficients are computed, with

robust, coarse-to-fine optical flow techniques. Finally, wehave shown how to reliably detect the
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showing the detection of completed walking cycles.

presence of a motion feature from the linear coefficients andhow to recover the feature orientation

and the relative velocities of the surfaces. This work showsone way to extend regression-based

optical flow methods to cope with more complex features and helps bring to light the relationships

between static image features and motion features. We have also used this method as a means for

initializing a particle filter for detecting and tracking motion boundaries with a higher-dimensional

nonlinear model [17].

The framework presented here also extends linear parameterized motion models to object-

specific domains (e.g., mouth motion or human walking motions). In these domains, rather than

explicitly constructing the model bases, we learn them fromsets of training flow fields. Principal
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component analysis is used to construct low-dimensional representations of the motion classes,

the coefficients of which are estimated directly from spatiotemporal image derivatives. Unlike the

motion features above, we have applied these models in specific image regions. For example, once

a head is tracked and stabilized the motion of the mouth can beestimated using the learned mouth

motion model. This model alignment in the image is important, and it may be possible to refine

this alignment automatically (see [13]). The temporal behaviour of the model coefficients then

provide a rich description of the local motion information.To show this, we have used the time-

varying behaviour of the coefficients to construct and recognize various simple temporal “gestures”

[14]. These include spoken words with mouth motion, and a walking gait in the context of human

locomotion. Speech recognition from lip motion alone is of course a very challenging task and

we have demonstrated results in a highly constrained domain. Future work should explore the

combination of motion with appearance information and audio.

Future Work

In future work we plan to extend the use of linear parameterized models in several ways. With mo-

tion features we plan to improve the detection method with the combined (edge and bar) basis set

to use the coefficient behavior in both subspaces to improve detection and parameter estimation.

We expect that localization can be greatly improved in this way. Localization can be further im-

proved with the inclusion of information about static imagefeatures, because motion edges often

coincide with intensity edges.

A related issue concerns the fact that we have only used motion features at a single scale. As

one consequence of this, we do not currently detect bars muchwider than 8 or 10 pixels, and we

do not estimate the width of the bar. It may be desirable to have edge and bar models at a variety of

scales that provide better spatial resolution at fine scalesand potentially better detection at coarser

scales. In this case we would expect that structure could be tracked through scale, where, for

example, two edges at one scale would be detected as a bar at a coarser scale. Another way to

include multiple scales would be to use a multiscale waveletbasis to represent optical flow [62].

From the wavelet coefficients one could detect motion edges and bars much like intensity edges

are detected from image wavelet transforms.

Currently, the coefficients of each image region are estimated independently and it would be

interesting to explore the regularization of neighboring coefficients to reduce noise and enforce

continuity along contours. However, the exploitation of statistical dependences between events in

nearby regions may be best incorporated at a subsequent stage of analysis, like the probabilitic
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approach described in [17].

With the domain-specific motion models, we assumed that we were given the appropriate image

location within which to apply the models. If size and shape of the actual image region is somewhat

different from training set, then one might also allow an affine deformation to warp the image data

into the subspace (cf. [13]). More generally, given a set of models that characterize a variety of

motions in the natural world, we would like to find the appropriate model to use in a given region;

this is related to work on object and feature recognition using appearance based models [42].

A number of other research issues remain unanswered. Learned models are particularly useful

in situations where optical flow is hard to estimate, but in these situations it is difficult to compute

reliable training data. This problem is compounded by the sensitivity of PCA to outliers. PCA

also gives more weight to large motions making it difficult tolearn compact models of motions

with important structure at multiple scales. Future work will explore non-linear models of image

motion, robust and incremental learning, and models of motion texture.
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